SOLICITATION TITLE: Printing and delivery of yearbooks

TYPE OF ADDENDUM:
X Change or clarification to the Solicitation’s specifications, requirements, or scope of work.
Questions posed regarding the Solicitation and their respective answers by The Citadel.

QUESTIONS FROM OFFERORS - AMENDMENT (JUN 2017)
THE SOLICITATION IS AMENDED AS PROVIDED HEREIN. INFORMATION OR CHANGES RESULTING FROM QUESTIONS WILL BE SHOWN IN A QUESTION-AND-ANSWER FORMAT. ALL QUESTIONS RECEIVED HAVE BEEN REPRINTED BELOW. THE “STATE’S RESPONSE” SHOULD BE READ WITHOUT REFERENCE TO THE QUESTIONS. THE QUESTIONS ARE INCLUDED SOLELY TO PROVIDE A CROSS-REFERENCE TO THE POTENTIAL OFFEROR THAT SUBMITTED THE QUESTION. QUESTIONS DO NOT FORM A PART OF THE CONTRACT; THE “STATE’S RESPONSE” DOES. ANY RESTATEMENT OF PART OR ALL OF AN EXISTING PROVISION OF THE SOLICITATION IN AN ANSWER DOES NOT MODIFY THE ORIGINAL PROVISION EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS: UNDERLINED TEXT IS ADDED TO THE ORIGINAL PROVISON. STRICKEN TEXT IS DELETED. 02-2A097-1
X Other Change:

Award is expected to be posted by July 8, 2021.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:

As indicated above.

Except as provided herein, all terms and conditions of the Solicitation referenced above remain unchanged and in full force and effect.